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Abstract: The conventional CNC systems mostly adopt closed design in the structure and function, so the product is not compatible with each other. Open CNC system based on CAN bus solves this problem. The advancement of CAD and CAM technology based on CAN bus can make CAD / CAM system generate NC code which directly control machine tool to achieve automated production. CAN bus networking communication connect dispersed CNC machine tools, so that you can lower cost to achieve directly digital control with DNC. The design are required to complete a open three-axis CNC platform based on CAN bus. Required to have openness, each CNC system collects real-time data which is uploaded to a central control room, then the host computer produce control instructions after co-synthesis process. In addition, each module has a strong independence NC which can also be used in other systems. In all, the system has reliable, responsive, cheap performance and so on.
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I. Introduction

Open field bus is critical. Because open CNC system usually requires field bus as an interface between CNC system and servo-drive. Domestic CNC systems are lagging behind foreign manufacturers in field bus standards, and digital servo drive products. Interface between CNC and servo drive is still a “pulse or analog interfaces” standard, which can not meet the communication requirements of high speed and high precision of CNC system. Thus, field bus technology is backward, which severely restrict the development of China’s open-software CNC system.

Judging from point of view of the current domestic research on the field bus, field bus protocols and standards suitable for direction of China's national conditions is the introduction of numerical control system based on CAN bus. Importantly, its transfer rate is superior to foreign mature field bus. Application of CAN and PROFIBUS bus, etc., can make up for the absence of hardware in our country. In the shortest possible time, the core technology of the case is to adopt a common electronic devices to break the foreign aspects of field bus technology blockade against our country.

CAN bus; that is Controller Area Network, is a serial communication network in the support of real-time and distributed control. Because of its outstanding features and high reliability, it is ideal for processing monitoring equipment of interconnection. Except its connection is simple, scale, highly cost-effective. CAN 2.0B protocol includes only the data link layer and physical layer, which can customize the application layer protocol, with great flexibility.

In the application of numerical control system, Figure 1 shows the composition structure of CAN bus and CNC system. Various CNC Systems Division in different areas of the plant, communication node process field data collection, give feedback to the central control room, through distributed control of the central control room, to achieve parallel processing of various CNC system. To expand its transmission area and extend the signal transmission distance, the repeater can be added in the middle of a communication node and the central control...
room. Design of online communication rate use 250kbps, improving the response speed of the system; while branch distance, less information, can be used by low-rate of 60kbps in long-distance communication.

![Diagram of CAN bus and CNC system](image)

**Figure 1.** Composition structure of CAN bus and CNC system

### II. The introduction and concept of open tri-axial CNC platform

Open CNC system is the beginning of the developed countries in the 1990s. The new controllers rush computer software and hardware technology, information technology Operation, control technology into numerical control technology. According to the definition of IEEE, Open CNC system: an open system should enable a variety of applications which can effectively run on different platforms suppliers, and other applications have Systems interoperable and user switching characteristics.

#### 2.1 aspects of hardware architecture

Currently, there are two basic structures for open systems: (1) CNC + PC board: To insert a PC motherboard in a conventional CNC machine. PC board is run in non-real-time control, and CNC main axes is run in movement-based real-time Control. (2) PC + intelligent motion control board: the motion intelligent control
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Panel insert Standard PCI slots in the PC for real-time control, and the PC is mainly for Non-real-time control. For many familiar with computer applications, systems manufacturers, often use the second scheme. The structure is shown in Figure 2 and Solidworks Modeling Figure 3.

Figure 2. Open CNC system structure

Figure 3. Open tri-axial CNC platform

2.2 The software structure of the system
The software structure (figure 4) of the system use a structured pattern front and back, where the foreground program is a real-time interrupt program to achieve real strong mandate interpolation device communication and control. Background program, whose part of the task is performed by the IPC. It complete whole CNC system by software Windows2000. The operating platform, as well as C programming environment, and modular programming use object-oriented technology, dynamic link library functions to develop and achieve the task through the GT-400 SV motion controller.

Figure 4. Open CNC System Software Framework

III. Achieve data communication based on CAN bus

3.1 PC Command frame format / conversion module of upload data frame

PC Command frame format / conversion module of upload data frame is listed in Table 1. Adopt fixed length format, and include every consultative node information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header</th>
<th>machine module commands one</th>
<th>....</th>
<th>Check</th>
<th>End of Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>8B</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0XFB</td>
<td>Module address</td>
<td>Issue command / upload data</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>CRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Module address: monitoring node address
Command: Command alarm, trigger linkage command;
Check: 32-bit CRC.

3.2 The NC node receive / transmit frame format

According to the design requirements, the design uses two frame formats: data frame format, the command frame format. Data frames are used to transmit the machine tool offsets, position and speed information about processing parameters. Each module has node real-time acquisition of speed tool path location field, and post-processing temperature of the framing and other information, and send data frames onto the bus. Command frame is a control command issued by the PC, including the alarm command, triggering linkage device command, interpolation algorithm command.

Command is listed in Table 2
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame information</th>
<th>ID.10-ID.9</th>
<th>ID.8-ID.3</th>
<th>Reserved bit</th>
<th>Data 1</th>
<th>Data 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Frame</td>
<td>00H(Reserved)</td>
<td>ID(goal)</td>
<td>00H(Command word)</td>
<td>Command 1</td>
<td>Command 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Command frame format

IV. Conclusion

This paper studies the characteristics of CAN bus and structural analysis based on the traditional CNC system, and discusses the open CNC system design, and finally design and implement a field bus based CAN bus on the Open CNC system. The experimental results show that the NC system based on CAN bus to meet the requirements of processing performance. A good next step to prepare the research and introduce group of technology into the numerical control system, which is combined with the characteristics of field bus. Last we will study real-time components technology and its application in Open CNC system.
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